
Engineering and Development Consultant's Report

by

Engr. Genciano C. Dagondon

Starting in November 2017, the undersigned was tapped as the Technical Consultant.  
The first step taken was to set the scope of the job – to establish the Engineering and 
Development that will tackle on improving our present services and to propose and 
implement new projects that will add more services and revenues to the cooperative. 

Prior to this, I was already engaged in a pilot project to restore the telephone service in 
Tupsan using equipments that was originally intended for PAPTELCO inter-connection.

Restoration and Expansion of Landline Phone Service

The telephone service in Tupsan, Guinsiliban to Bon-bon, Balingoan and Talisayan was 
lost a few years ago because the Alcatel-SEL RURTEL System is already beyond repair. It 
reached it's end-of-life – no longer manufactured and no more spare parts available.

Restoration have started already. By the time you will read this report, dialtones have 
already been humming in Tupsan (with new phone numbers 38725xx)  ready for 
connection.  It is a project employing a new technology called VoIP (Voice over Internet 
Protocol) via fiber-optic infrastructure – the same technology currently used by giant 
telecoms PLDT and Globe.

With the new investments started to pour in (by selling of P20-M shares of stock 
spearheaded by our Interim Manager Dir. Rodrigo Rollorata), we can expand the system 
to restore the telephone service in Guinsiliban-to-Bon-bon area via fiber-optic. 

The system is highly modular – meaning putting up and expanding a remote site requires 
just a small equipment (called a gateway module) shown
in this photo. It provides small number of lines – 48,24 or
8.  If there are more applicants, just add more modules.  If
subscribers discontinue, we can remove and place them
somewhere else. Thus, we can easily add sites like
Naasag, Bon-bon, etc.

By adding modules in several sites, this system can reach thousands of lines with more 
features (CallerID, Call Waiting, Voice Mailbox and Call Forwarding) and lesser electric 
consumption compared to our aging Alcatel-SEL S12 Exchange. We are just following 
what PLDT and Globe did to their legacy exchanges like the S12.

With this flexibility, it's very cheap to finance to setup and expand sites. The new 
investments from members can afford it and much easier to acquire short-term loans, 
too, because they're self-liquidating. For example, the module providing initial 21 lines in 
Tupsan only cost CAMTECO around P37,000 (excluding shipment from USA). (There are 
actually 2 modules giving 48 lines total. We are working out to activate the other 
module.)

Improvement of Services

From my first presentation to the Board in June 2016, I stressed that CAMTECO's business
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starts with a dialtone. We are setting a goal the international standard in telecom – 
99.999% availability of service. It means only 5 minutes loss of service per line in one 
year!!! So, even if there is no commercial power, CAMTECO aims to provide reliable 
dialtone all the time which is crucial in times of emergencies.

Our restoration project is going-on to ensure you will have a dialtone even during power 
failures.

CAMTECO will also put up a centralized 24/7 monitoring system to check all equipments, 
lines, gensets, etc. - even room temperatures. This will set alarms and warnings before 
shutdown happen.

Engineering is currently working, too, to re-design our data network because it will carry 
both data (e.g. Internet service) and voice (telephony) – and perhaps video.

Lowering of Local Phone Rates

The Board already approved lowering of local phone rates from 7 pm to 7 am the 
following day effective October 2017.  Engineering is working for its implementation.

Re Local Metering. PLDT was lobbying in early 1990s to impose local metering. True to 
the vision of the German project consultants – the requirement of granting Local metering
is the main reason CAMTECO outlived other small telephone operators like MATELCO in 
Iligan City and TMSI In Toledo City.  Therefore, let us not scrap it because Local Metering 
is the single financial asset of CAMTECO which PLDT and Globelines don't have.

Completing calls, any calls, means revenue to CAMTECO – local, domestic, international, 
etc.  Busy, unanswered, defective phones, cut wires, etc. means lost of income 
opportunity. That's why we're targetting 99.999% service reliability.

CAMTECO is not totally bankrupt

Contrary to the rumors, the loss of phone service and deterioration of service was due to 
equipments reaching their end-of-life point and, of course, lack of maintenance. But a 
huge chunk of the P50-M+ assets donated to CAMTECO are still providing services like – 
towers, cables and telephone poles. CAMTECO is like a bus with defective engine, 
wornout tires, dilapidated seats, etc. but the chassis and body are still intact. Just repair 
the parts and replace the defective engine, the bus will be back in business.

Here's the technical asset of our towers, something HUGE for your membership ...

Local Cellular Phone Service

Engineering and Development proposed to put up a local cellular phone network around 
Camiguin – CAMTECO SIM; post-paid or pre-paid; cellphone number is local like 387xxx; 
local call to landline and vice-versa; can dial fire, hospital, rescue, etc. even from the 
peak of Mt Hibok-hibok (with a cellsite at Philvocs); texting; and many more.

Phone rates? We already have it by law – the Local Metering rate. No need to ask NTC.

Can CAMTECO afford it? Yes.  Who will setup - Nokia, Siemens, Alcatel, etc? No. Our own 
Engineering will do it – it's an in-house DIY (do-it-yourself) project.  To setup a cellsite 
today costs less than 20% than before. Just like the new system in Tupsan, the cellphone 
network will be a DIY project, too.
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The main obstacle is not technical nor financial – it's getting the frequencies which is 
virtually owned today by Smart, Globe and Sun. With the President's thrust for a third big 
player, we can ride-on for the liberating these frequencies. CAMTECO have started the 
process to have a prelimenary talks with NTC for advises. The last thing CAMTECO avoid 
is an opposition from mobile operators.  However, there's already a precedence of a 
landline-cellphone tandem done by giant telecoms – PLDT Landline+ and Globe Duo.  
That's our strong case in our favor to put up our own local cellular phone network.

Attend and Participate in the General Assembly meeting

I hope you now realize the very bright future of CAMTECO. The P50-M+ of assets donated
to the cooperative is not totally lost. Consider the worth of your membership by dividing 
P50-M grant to around 600 members? You will learn more of its remaining value. 

With the future projects, we can receive dividends and patronage refunds again. Think 
yourself like a PLDT shareholder – only on a smaller scale. :-)

But you have to do your part. There are amendments to be passed that require 2/3 
attendance like composition of committees that is needed to run the only telecom 
cooperative in the country. Our current committees are patterned after a consumer coop.
For example, CAMTECO needs to have an Engineering and Development Committee.

As the first Manager with the privilege of working closely with the German project 
consultants (Messr Juergen Marx and the late Heinz Pomplun), took part from PLDT 
negotiation for inter-connection, installation of the network and start up operation; after 
witnessed different sets of directors, personnel and personalities; now back after almost 
20 years … when it comes to training and knowledge I conclude that our technical 
training is crucial only during start-up operations but for CAMTECO's long-term survival 
and growth it is the knowledge (pre-membership seminars, orientations) and participation
of every member(YOU)  is crucial. 

Therefore, I urge you to attend in the General Assembly meeting where you will receive 
additional insights (Part 2 of my message) what motions needs to be passed and 
supported.   Be there. Be part of the finest moment CAMTECO – its recovery from loss and
flying to greater heights. Spread the word to other members.

From words of the wisest man who ever lived …

 “Where there is no vision, the people perish” - Prov 29:18

Thank you.

Respectfully,

ENGR. GENCIANO “NANDY” DAGONDON

P.S. 

If you have questions, give me a call at 175 or 387-1004 during office times and I will call 
you back.
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